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This study is concerned with multi-target tracking (MTT). The

Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRB) is the basic tool for investigating

estimation performance. Though basically defined for estimation

of deterministic parameters, it has been extended to stochastic

ones in a Bayesian setting. In the target tracking area, we have

thus to deal with the estimation of the whole trajectory, itself

described by a Markovian model. This leads up to the recursive

formulation of the posterior CRB (PCRB). The aim of the work

presented here is to extend this calculation of the PCRB to MTT

under various assumptions.
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ACRONYMS

B1 PCRB computed under the assumption that
the associations are known

B2 PCRB computed under the A1 and A2
assumptions

B3 PCRB computed under the A1 and A3
assumptions

CRB Cramér-Rao bounds
PCRB Posterior Cramér-Rao bounds
IRF Information reduction factor
EM Expectation-maximization algorithm
EKF Extended Kalman filter
KF Kalman filter
PDAF Probabilistic data association filter
JPDAF Joint probabilist data association filter
MHT Multiple hypotheses tracker
PMHT Probabilistic multiple hypotheses tracker
MOPF Multiple objects particle filter
RMSE Root mean square error.

NOTATIONS

Aº B A¡B positive semi-definite
rX [(@=@x1 ), : : : , (@=@xnx )]

T

¢YX rXrYT
Ep Expectation computed w.r.t. the density p
J¯® (p) E[¡¢¯® log(p)]
t Letter used as an index to denote time

varying between 0 and T
i Letter used as an exponent to denote one of

the M targets
j Letter used as an exponent to denote one of

the mt measurements at time t
Pd Detection probability
¸ Parameter of the Poisson law modeling the

number of false alarms
V observation volume.

I. INTRODUCTION

This study is concerned with multi-target tracking
(MTT), i.e., the estimation of the state vector made
by concatenating the state vectors of several targets.
As association between measurements and targets
are unknown, MTT is much more complex than
single-target tracking. Existing MTT algorithms
generally present two basic ingredients: an estimation
algorithm coupled with a data association method.
Among the most popular algorithms based on
(extended) Kalman filters (EKFs) are the joint
probabilistic data association filter (JPDAF), the
multiple hypothesis tracker (MHT) or, more recently,
the probabilistic MHT (PMHT). They vary on the
association method in use. With the development
of the sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods, new
opportunities for MTT have appeared. The state
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distribution is then estimated with a finite weighted
sum of Dirac mass centered around particles.
The Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRB) [1] is widely

used for assessing estimation performance. Though
a great deal of attention has been paid to measures
of performance such as track1 purity and correct
assignment ratio [2] these methods are based on
discrete assignments of measurements to tracks and
are thus not universally applicable. Their interest is,
to a large extent, due to the fact that numerous MTT
algorithms rely on “hard” association. Within this
framework this type of analysis is quite pertinent; but
there is a need for a simple and versatile formulation
of a performance measure in the MTT context;
which leads us to focus on CRB. These bounds are
developed here in a general framework which employs
a probabilistic structure on the measurement-to-target
association.
Again, the difficulty of obtaining CRB for

MTT is due to a need for an association between
measurements and tracks, and to incorporate this
basic step in the CRB calculation. Thus, estimation
of the target states on the one hand, and of the
measurement-to-track association probabilities on the
other, are tightly related.
On another hand, while the CRB is an essential

tool for analyzing performance of deterministic
systems, the posterior CRB (PCRB) is a “measure”
of the maximum information which can be extracted
from a dynamic system when both measurements
and state are assumed to be random, thus evaluating
performance of the best unbiased filter. Thus,
performance analysis is now considered in a Bayesian
setup. Naturally, this analysis deals with tracks and
dimension grows linearly with time. Quite remarkably,
it has been shown that a recursive Riccati-like
formulation of the PCRB could be derived under
reasonable assumptions. Here, we show that this
framework is still valid in the MTT setup and allows
us to derive convenient bounds.
This paper is organized as follows. The MTT

problem is introduced in Section II, followed by a
brief background on PCRB for nonlinear filtering
(Section III). Section IV is the core of this manuscript
since it deals with the derivation of the PCRB for
MTT, under various association modelings. These
bounds are illustrated by computational results.

II. THE MULTI-TARGET TRACKING PROBLEM

A. General Framework

Let M be the number of targets to track, assumed
to be known and fixed here. The index i designates
one among the M targets and is always used as

1By “track,” we consider here a sequence of states associated with a
Markovian model.

superscript. MTT consists in estimating the state
vector made by concatenating the state vectors of
all targets. It is generally assumed that the targets
are moving according to independent Markovian
dynamics, even though it can be criticized like in [3].
At time t, Xt = (X

1
t , : : : ,X

M
t ) follows the state equation

decomposed in M partial equations:

Xit = F
i
t (X

i
t¡1,V

i
t ) 8 i= 1, : : : ,M: (1)

The noises (Vit ) and (V
i0
t ) are supposed only to be

white both temporally and spatially, and independent
for i 6= i0. The observation vector collected at time
t is denoted by yt = (y

1
t , : : : ,y

mt
t ). The index j is

used as first superscript to refer to one of the mt
measurements. The vector yt is composed of detection
measurements and clutter measurements. The false
alarms are assumed to be uniformly distributed in the
observation area. Their number is assumed to arise
from a Poisson density ¹f of parameter ¸V where
V is the volume of the observation area and ¸ the
average number of false alarms per unit volume. As
we do not know the origin of each measurement,
one has to introduce the vector Kt to describe the
associations between the measurements and the
targets. Each component Kjt is a random variable
that takes its values among f0, : : : ,Mg. Thus, Kjt = i
indicates that yjt is associated with the ith target if
i= 1, : : : ,M and that it is a false alarm if i = 0. In the
first case, yjt is a realization of the stochastic process:

Yjt =H
i
t (X

i
t ,W

j
t ) if Kjt = i: (2)

Again, the noises (Wj
t ) and (W

j 0
t ) are supposed only

to be white noises, independent for j 6= j0. We do
not associate any kinematic model to false alarms.
At measurement reception, the indexing of the
measurements is arbitrary and all the measurements
have the same prior probability to be associated with
a given model i. The variables (Kjt )j=1,:::,mt are then
supposed identically distributed. Their common law is
defined with the probability (¼it)i=1,:::,M :

¼it
¢
=P(Kjt = i) 8 j = 1, : : : ,mt: (3)

The probability ¼it is then the prior probability
that an arbitrary measurement is associated with
model i. The term “model” denotes the target i
if i= 1, : : : ,M and the model of false alarms if
i= 0. Intuitively, this probability represents the
“observability” of target i for i= 1, : : : ,M. The ¼t
vector is considered as a realization of the stochastic
vector ¦t = (¦

0
t ,¦

1
t , : : : ,¦

M
t ) with the following prior

distribution on ¦t:

p(¦t) = p(¦
0
t )p(¦

1
t , : : : ,¦

M
t j¦0t ) (4)

where p(¦1t , : : : ,¦
M
t j¦0t ) is uniform on the hyper-

plane defined by
PM
i=1¦

i
t = 1¡¦0t .
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To solve the data association some assumptions are
commonly made [4]:

A1. One measurement can originate from one
target or from the clutter.
A2. One target can produce zero or one

measurement at one time.
A3. One target can produce zero or several

measurements at one time.

Assumption A1 expresses that the association is
exclusive and exhaustive. Unresolved observations
are then excluded. From a mathematical point of
view, the total probability theorem can be used andPM
i=0¼

i
t = 1 for every t. Assumption A2 implies

that the association variables Kjt for j = 1, : : : ,mt are
dependent.
Assumption A3 is often criticized because it may

not match the physical reality. However, it allows to
suppose the stochastic independence of the variables
Kjt and it drastically reduces the complexity of the ¼t
vector estimation.

B. Review of Main MTT Algorithms

Let us now briefly review the treatment of the
data association problem. The following algorithms
essentially differ according to their estimation
structure (deterministic or stochastic) and their
association assumptions. First, the data association
problem occurs as soon as there is uncertainty in
measurement origin and not only in the case of
multiple targets. In the case of one single-target
tracking, the integration of false alarms in the model
then implies data association. The probabilistic data
association filter (PDAF) [5] takes into account this
uncertainty under the classical hypotheses A1 and
A2. The JPDAF is an extension of the PDAF for
multiple targets [6]. Both these algorithms are based
on Kalman filter (KF) and consequently assume
linear models and additive Gaussian noises in (1) and
(2). The main approximation consists of assuming
that the predicted law is still Gaussian whereas
it is in reality a sum of Gaussian associated with
the different associations. The MHT still uses A1
and A2 but allows the detection of a new target
at each time step [7]. To cope with the explosion
of the association number, some of them must be
ignored in the estimation. For these three algorithms
((J)PDAF, MHT), a prior statistical validation of the
measurements decreases the initial association number.
This validation is based on the fundamental hypothesis
that the law p(Yt j Y1: t¡1) is Gaussian, centered around
the predicted measurement and with the innovation
covariance. The validation gate is then usually defined
as the measurement set for which the Mahalanobis
distance to the predicted measurement is lower than
a certain threshold. Some details can be found in [4]

TABLE I
Classification of Main MTT Algorithms According to Their

Association Assumption and Estimation Structure

Association Assumption

Estimation structure A1—A2 A1—A3
Kalman filter (J)PDAF

MHT
EM PMHT

particle filter SIR-JPDAF MOPF

for instance. This validation gate procedure will not
be considered throughout, which means that all the
measurements will be taken into account.
Unlike the above algorithms, the PMHT is based

on the assumptions A1 and A3. It proposes the
batch estimation of multiple targets in clutter via an
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. Radically
different from a deterministic approach like KF-based
trackers or EM-based trackers, the stochastic approach
developed quickly these last years. SMC methods [8]
estimate the entire a posteriori law of the states and
not only the first moments of this law like KF-based
trackers do. In the context of MTT, particle filters are
particularly appealing: as the association needs only to
be considered at a given time iteration, the complexity
of data association is reduced. For a state of art of
the proposed algorithms the reader can refer to [9].
Again, we can distinguish algorithms using A2 for
solving data association like the sequential importance
resampling (JPDAF, SIR-JPDAF) [10] or using A3
like the multiple objects particle filter (MOPF) [11].
Classification of the above algorithms according to
their association assumption and estimation structure
are summarized in Table I.

III. BACKGROUND ON POSTERIOR CRAMÉR-RAO
BOUNDS FOR NONLINEAR FILTERING

It is of great interest to derive minimum variance
bounds on estimation errors to have an idea of
the maximum knowledge on the states that can be
expected and to assess the quality of the results of the
proposed algorithms compared with the bounds. First
defined and used in the context of constant parameter
estimation, the inverse of the Fisher information
matrix, commonly called the Cramér-Rao (CR) bound,
has been extended to the case of random parameter
estimation in [1], then called the PCRB. Let X 2
Rnx be a stochastic vector and Y 2Rny a stochastic
observation vector. The mean-square error of any
estimate X̂(Y) satisfies the inequality2

E(X̂(Y)¡X)(X̂(Y)¡X)T º J¡1 (5)

2The inequality means that the difference E(X̂(Y)¡X)(X̂(Y)¡X)T ¡
J¡1 is a positive semi-definite matrix.
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where J =¡E£@2 logpX,Y(X,Y)=@X2¤ is the Fisher
information matrix and where the expectations are
w.r.t. the joint density pX,Y(X,Y) under the following
conditions.

1) @pX,Y(X,Y)=@X and @
2pX,Y(X,Y)=@X

2 exist and
are absolutely integrable w.r.t. X and Y.
2) The estimator bias

B(X) =
Z
Rny
(X̂(Y)¡X)pYjX(Y j X)dY

satisfies: lim
Xl!§1

B(X)p(X) = 0, 8 l = 1, : : : ,nx:

(6)

Let us consider the nonlinear discrete system for a
unique object: ½

Xt = Ft(Xt¡1,Vt)

Yt =Ht(Xt,Wt)
(7)

and the associated filtering problem, i.e., the

estimation of Xt given Y0: t
¢
=(Y0, : : : ,Yt).

A first approach consists of using a linear
Gaussian system “equivalent” to (7) like in [12] and
[13]. The error covariance of the initial system is
then lower bounded by the error covariance of the
Gaussian system. Nevertheless, two major remarks
can be made [14]. First, the “equivalent” notion
is not precisely defined in [12] and [13]. Second,
it seems not likely that there always exists such a
linear Gaussian system for instance if the probability
density function (pdf) is multimodal. A review of this
approach can be found in [14].
The approach recently developed by Tichavsky,

et al. in [15] originally considers the Fisher
information matrix for the estimation of Xt given
Y0: t as a submatrix of the Fisher information matrix
associated with the estimation of X0: t given Y0: t.
Using the notations of [15], J(X0: t) denotes the
((t+1)nx£ (t+1)nx) information matrix of X0: t and
JXt denotes the nx£ nx information submatrix of Xt
which is the inverse of the nx£ nx right lower block of
[J(X0: t)]

¡1. To avoid inversion of too large matrices,
a recursive expression of the bound JXt has been
presented recently in [15] and [16] and summarized
by the following formula:

JXt+1 =D
22
Xt
¡D21Xt (JXt +D11Xt )¡1D12Xt (8)

where

D11Xt = E[¡¢XtXt logp(Xt+1 j Xt)]

D12Xt = E[¡¢Xt+1Xt
logp(Xt+1 j Xt)]

D21Xt = E[¡¢XtXt+1 logp(Xt+1 j Xt)] = [D12Xt ]T

D22Xt = E[¡¢Xt+1Xt+1
logp(Xt+1 j Xt)]

+E[¡¢Xt+1Xt+1
logp(Yt+1 j Xt+1)]

(9)

and where the r and ¢ operators denote the first and
second partial derivatives, respectively:

rX =
"
@

@x1
, : : : ,

@

@xnx

#T
, ¢YX =rXrYT: (10)

The matrix J¡1Xt+1 provides a lower bound on the
mean-square error of estimating Xt+1. It can be shown
in [17] that this bound is overoptimistic but it has the
great advantage to be recursively computable. Let us
see now some extensions recently proposed for the
PCRB.

A. Integration of Detection Probability

In [18], the authors propose to integrate the
detection probability in the previous bound.
For a scenario of given length, the bound is
computed as a weighted sum on every possible
detection/nondetection sequence. As the number
of terms of this sum grows exponentially the less
significant are not taken into account.

B. Extension to Measurement Origin Uncertainties

Several works have studied CRBs for models
with measurement origin uncertainties, but for a
single-target. The association of each measurement
to the target or to the false alarm model can be done
under the classical hypotheses A1 and A2 or under
A1 and A3. As CRB was first defined for parameter
estimation, models with deterministic trajectories have
first been studied. If the noise is Gaussian, it has been
shown in [19] and [20] that, under A1 and A2, the
inverse of the information matrix can then be written
as the product of the inverse of the information matrix
without false alarms by an information reduction
factor, noted IRF and lower than unity. In [21], the
authors show that there is also an IRF for the PMHT
measurement model, i.e., under the hypotheses A1
and A3.
In the case of dynamic models, the extension of

the bound (8) to the case of linear and nonlinear
filtering with measurement origin uncertainty due
to clutter has been recently studied in [22] and [23].
The extension mainly consists of replacing the classic
pdf of the measurement given the state by the pdf
of the measurement vector taking into account the
measurement uncertainty. The conclusions are the
following.

1) Under the assumption of a Gaussian
observation noise with a diagonal covariance matrix,
an IRF diagonal matrix appears in the PCRB.
2) The PCRB does not show instability whereas

tracking algorithms can relatively easily be put into
wrong.
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3) The PCRB would be more affected by a low Pd
than by a high state or noise covariance or by a high
clutter density.
4) For low detection probabilities, the PCRB is

really overoptimistic (versus PDAF RMSE).

IV. POSTERIOR CRAMÉR-RAO BOUNDS FOR
MULTI-TARGET TRACKING

Now, let us see how the PCRB proposed in
[15] can be extended and used in the case of
multiple targets filtering defined by (1) and (2).
Note that in this case, the measurement vector is
composed of detection measurements issued from the
different targets and of false alarms. The following
extension then takes into account simultaneously the
measurement uncertainty and the extension of one
to multiple targets. First, the recursive equation (8)
can be obtained as well for multiple targets using the
structure of the joint law:

p(X0: t+1,Y0: t+1) = p(X0: t,Y0: t)p(Xt+1 j Xt)p(Yt+1 j Xt+1):
(11)

This structure is still true for multiple targets,
which leads to the same recursive formula for the
information matrix. As the targets are supposed
to move according to independent dynamics,
we have

logp(X1:Mt+1 j X1:Mt ) =
MX
i=1

logp(Xit+1 j Xit ): (12)

Consequently, the matrices D11Xt , D
12
Xt
and the first term

of D22Xt are simply block-diagonal matrices where the
ith block is computed w.r.t. Xit and X

i
t+1. It remains the

second term of D22Xt , i.e., E[¡¢
X1:M
t+1

X1:M
t+1
logp(Yt+1 j X1:Mt+1 )].

As in [22], we can decompose this term according
to the observation number using the total probability
theorem:

E[¡¢X
1:M
t+1

X1:M
t+1
logp(Yt+1 j X1:Mt+1 )]

=
1X

mt+1=1

P(mt+1)E[¡¢
X1:M
t+1

X1:M
t+1
logp(Ymt+1t+1 j X1:Mt+1 )]| {z }
B(mt+1)

:

(13)
The probabilities P(mt+1) are given by

P(mt+1 = ¹) =
¹X
d=0

(¸V)d exp¡¸V

d!
P¹¡dd : (14)

To compute B(mt+1), we have to face again the
association problem: some additionnal hypotheses
must be formulated to give explicit expressions
of the likelihood p(Ymt+1t+1 j Xt+1). The problem is that

these hypotheses condition the estimation
algorithm, while they should not influence the
theoretical bound. We propose here to derive three
bounds:

B1, the PCRB computed under the assumption that
the associations are known.
B2, the PCRB computed under the A1 and A2

assumptions.
B3, the PCRB computed under the A1 and A3

assumptions.

The following lemma is used throughout the
sequel.

LEMMA 1 Let X = (X1, : : : ,XM) 2 Rnx and Y 2 Rny
two stochastic variables and i1, i2 two integers
2 [1, : : : ,M], then the following expectation equality
holds true:

EXEYjX[¡¢X
i2

Xi1
logp(Y j X)]

= EXEYjX[rXi2 logp(Y j X)(rXi1 logp(Y j X))T]:
(15)

Let us define the following notation: for two vectors
®, ¯ and p a probability law,

J¯® (p)
¢
=E[¡¢¯® log(p)]: (16)

In the next three paragraphs we describe

J
X1 :M
t+1

X1:M
t+1
(p(Ymtt+1 j X1:Mt+1 )) according to the association

assumptions.

A. PCRB B1

The association vector is supposed to be known.
We then have

logp(Yt = y
mt
t j Xt = xt,Kt = kt) =

mtX
j=1

logp(yjt j xk
j
t
t ):

(17)

The gradient of the log-likelihood w.r.t. Xit is not
zero only if there exists ji such that kjt = i. In this
case,

rXit logp(y
mt
t j xt,kt) =

rXit p(y
ji

t j xit)
p(yj

i

t j xit)
: (18)

We finally obtain for all i= 1, : : : ,M:

J
Xit
Xit
(p(ymtt j xt,kt)) =EXtEYjit jXt

rXit
p(yj

i

t j xit)(rXit
p(yj

i

t j xit))T

p(yj
i

t j xit)2

(19)
and

J
Xi
2
t

Xi
1
t

(p(yt j xt,kt)) = 0 if i1 6= i2: (20)
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B. PCRB B2

We can write

logp(Yt = y
mt
t j Xt = xt)

A1—A2
= log

X
kt

p(yt = (y
1
t , : : : ,y

mt
t ) j xt,kt)p(kt)

= log
X
kt

mtY
j=1

p(yjt j xt,kt)p(kt): (21)

The probability p(Kt = kt) can be computed from the
detection probability Pd, the number of false alarms
ªkt , their distribution law ¹f and the binary variable
DKt(i) equal to one if the object i is detected, zero else:

p(Kt = kt) =
ªkt!
mt!

¹f(ª
kt )

MY
i=1

PD
Kt (i)

d

MY
i=1

(1¡Pd)D
1¡Kt (i)

:

(22)

The gradient of the log-likelihood w.r.t. Xit is

rXit logp(yt j xt) =
P
kt
rXit

Qmt
j=1p(y

j
t j xt,kt)p(kt)

p(yt j xt)
:

(23)

Let us denote by kt ¾ i the associations that associate
one measurement to the ith target. Under A2, there
exists at most one such measurement, denoted ji.
Then,

rXit
logp(yt j xt) =

P
kt¾i
Q

j 6=ji p(y
j
t j xt,kt)p(kt)rXit

p(yj
i

t j xit)
p(yt j xt)

:

(24)

Using Lemma 1, we obtain for all i1, i2 = 1, : : : ,M:

E[¡¢Xi
2
t

Xi
1
t

logp(Yt j Xt)]

= EXtEYtjXt

264Pkt¾i1
Q
j 6=ji1 p(y

j
t j xt,kt)p(kt)rXi1t p(y

ji
1

t j xi1t )
p(yt j xt)2

¢
X
kt¾i2

Y
j 6=ji2

p(yjt j xt,kt)p(kt)(rXi2t p(y
ji
2

t j xi2t ))T
375
(25)

where EXt and EYtjXt denote, respectively, the
expectation w.r.t. the density p(Xt) and p(Yt j Xt).
Let us notice that the integrals w.r.t. yt are mt£
ny-dimensional.

C. PCRB B3

To our knowledge, algorithms using A3 need a
joint estimation of Xt and ¼t. In this way, for the

PMHT, the maximization step for ¼t depends on
the precedent estimates for Xt and vice versa. The
estimation quality of one then strongly affects the
estimation quality of the other. Similarly for the
MOPF, the simulated values for ¼t are used for
simulated Xt values and vice versa. In this context,
it seems to us natural to consider the PCRB for the
estimation of the joint vector (¦t,Xt). For all that,
the PCRB on the estimation of Xt can be deduced
from the global one by an inversion formula as we
see later. From the equality

PM
i=0¼

i
t = 1 and as ¼

0
t

is fixed at each instant, we only consider the M ¡ 1
components ¦1:M¡1t = (¦1t , : : : ,¦

M¡1
t ). Let us define

©t = (¦
1:M¡1
t ,X1:Mt ); the joint law is

pt+1
¢
=p(©0: t+1,Y0: t+1) = pt ¢p(Yt+1 j ©t+1)p(Xt+1 j Xt)p(¦t+1):

(26)
Let J(©0: t) be the information matrix of ©0: t
associated with pt; we are interested in a recursive
expression on t of the information submatrix J©t for
estimating ©t. Let us recall that J©t is the information
submatrix of ©t which is the inverse of the right
lower block of [J(©0: t)]

¡1. Using the structure of the
joint law pt+1 and the same argument as in [15], the
following recursive formula can be shown (see the
proof in the appendix):

J©t+1 =D
22
©t
¡D21©t (J©t +D11©t )¡1D12©t (27)

where

D11©t = J
©t
©t
(p(Xt+1 j Xt)) =

·
0 0

0 D11Xt

¸
D12©t = J

©t+1
©t

(p(Xt+1 j Xt)) =
·
0 0

0 D12Xt

¸

D22©t = J
©t+1
©t+1

(p(Yt+1 j ©t+1)p(Xt+1 j Xt)p(¦t+1)) (28)

=
·
0 0

0 JXt+1Xt+1
(p(Xt+1 j Xt))

¸
+
·
J¦t+1¦t+1

(p(¦t+1)) 0

0 0

¸
+ J©t+1©t+1

(p(Yt+1 j ©t+1)):

Once J©t is recursively computed, a lower bound on
the mean-square error of estimating Xt is given by the
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inversion formula applied to the right lower block JXt
of

J©t =

"
J¦t JXt¦t

J¦tXt JXt

#
:

E(X̂(Y)¡X)(X̂(Y)¡X)T º [JXt ¡ J¦tXt J¦t¡1JXt¦t ]¡1: (29)

As a uniform prior is assumed for the ¦t law,
J¦t+1¦t+1

(p(¦t+1)) is zero. To evaluate the third term of
D22©t , we can write

logp(Yt = yt j ©t = Át)
A1—A3
= log

mtY
j=1

p(yjt j Át)

=
mtX
j=1

log

"
¼0t
V
¡¼0t p(yjt j xMt ) +

M¡1X
i=1

(p(yjt j xit)¡p(yjt j xMt ))¼it +p(yjt j xMt )
#
: (30)

For i 6=M, the gradient w.r.t. Xit is

rXit logp(yt j Át) = ¼
i
t

mtX
j=1

rXit p(y
j
t j xit)

p(yjt j Át)
: (31)

A similar expression for i=M is obtained by
replacing ¼Mt by 1¡PM¡1

i=0 ¼
i
t . For i= 1, : : : ,M ¡ 1:

r¦it logp(yt j Át) =
mtX
j=1

p(yjt j xit)¡p(yjt j xMt )
p(yjt j Át)

: (32)

Using Lemma 1, we obtain for i1, i2 6=M

J
Xi
2
t

Xi
1
t

(p(Yt j ©t))

¢
=E[r

Xi
1
t

(r
Xi
2
t

logp(Yt j ©t))T]

=E©t

24¼i1t ¼i2t mtX
j=1

E
Y
j
t j©t

r
Xi
1
t

p(yjt j xi1t )(rXi
2
t

p(yjt j xi2t ))T

p(yjt j Át)2

35
(33)

and the same expressions for i1 or i2 =M by replacing
¼Mt by 1¡PM¡1

i=0 ¼
i
t .

For i1, i2 6=M:

J
¦i
2
t

¦i
1
t

(p(Yt j ©t)) = E©t

24 mtX
j=1

EYjt j©t

"
(p(yjt j xi1t )¡p(yjt j xMt ))(p(yjt j xi

2

t )¡p(yjt j xMt ))
p(yjt j Át)2

#35 : (34)

For i1, i2 6=M:

J
¦i
2
t

Xi
1
t

(p(Yt j ©t)) = E©t

24¼i1t mtX
j=1

EYjt j©t

"
p(yjt j xi2t )¡p(yjt j xMt )

p(yjt j Át)2
r
Xi
1
t
p(yjt j xi

1

t )

#35 (35)

and the same expressions for i1 =M by replacing ¼Mt
by 1¡PM¡1

i=0 ¼
i
t .

Notice that under these association assumptions, all
the integrals w.r.t. yjt are ny-dimensional.

D. Monte Carlo Evaluation for a Bearings-Only
Application

Let us begin with the case where the evolution
model is linear and Gaussian. As in [15], we

analytically obtain the following equalities: D11Xt =

diagfFiT§¡1V Fig,3 D12Xt = diagf¡Fi
T
§¡1V g and

JXt+1Xt+1
(p(Xt+1 j Xt)) = diagf§¡1V g. In the general case of

an observation model with an additive Gaussian noise
defined as follows:

p(yjt j xit)

= (¼ny det§)¡1=2 expf¡ 1
2 (y

j
t ¡H(xit))T§¡1(yjt ¡H(xit))g

(36)
we have

r
Xi
1
t
p(yjt j xi

1

t ) = p(y
j
t j xi

1

t )rXi1t H
T(xi

1

t )§
¡1(yjt ¡H(xi

1

t )):

(37)
It reads for the PCRB B1:

J
Xit
Xit
(p(Yt j Xt)) = EXitrXit H

T(xit)§
¡1(rXit H

T(xit))
T

(38)

3i.e., the block-diagonal matrix whose ith block is equal to

Fi
T
§¡1V Fi.
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for the PCRB B2:

J
Xi
2
t

Xi
1
t

(p(Yt j Xt)) = EXt
"
r
Xi
1
t
HT(xi

1

t )§
¡1EYtjXt

"P
kt¾i1 p(yt j xt,kt)p(kt)(y

ji
1

t ¡H(xi1t ))
p(yt j xt)2

¢
X
kt¾i2

p(yt j xt,kt)p(kt)(yj
i2

t ¡H(xi2t ))T
#
§¡1(r

Xi
2
t
HT(xi

2

t ))
T

#
(39)

and for the PCRB B3:

J
Xi
2
t

Xi
1
t

(p(Yt j ©t)) = E©t
"
¼i

1

t ¼
i2

t rXi1t H
T(xi

1

t )§
¡1

mtX
j=1

EYjt j©t

"
p(yjt j xi1t )p(yjt j xi

2

t )

p(yjt j Át)2
(yjt ¡H(xi

1

t ))(y
j
t ¡H(xi

2

t ))
T

#

¢§¡1(r
Xi
2
t
HT(xi

2

t ))
T

#
: (40)

J
¦i
2
t

Xi
1
t

(p(Yt j ©t)) = E©t

24¼i1t rXi1t HT(xi
1

t )§
¡1

mtX
j=1

EYjt j©t

"
p(yjt j xi2t )¡p(yjt j xMt ))

p(yjt j Át)2
p(yjt j xi

1

t )(y
j
t ¡H(xi

1

t ))

#35 : (41)

In the bearings-only application, we have ny =
1 and then HT =H that leads to some writing
simplifications.
We deal with classical bearings-only

experiments with three targets. In the context of
a slowly maneuvering target, we have chosen a
nearly-constant-velocity model.
1) The Scenario: The state vector Xit represents

the coordinates and the velocities in the x-y plane:
Xit = (x

i
t,y

i
t ,vx

i
t,vy

i
t) for i= 1,2,3. For each target, the

discretized state equation associated with time period
¢t is

Xit+¢t =
µ
I2 ¢tI2

0 I2

¶
Xit +

0@¢t22 I2 0

0 ¢tI2

1AVit
(42)

where I2 is the identity matrix in dimension 2 and V
i
t

is a Gaussian zero-mean vector with covariance matrix
§V = diag[¾

2
x ,¾

2
y ,¾

2
x ,¾

2
y ]. A set of mt measurements is

available at discrete times and can be divided into two
subsets.

1) One subset is of “true” measurements which
follow (43). A measurement produced by the ith target
is generated according to

Yjt = arctan
µ
yit ¡ yobst

xit¡ xobst

¶
+Wj

t (43)

where Wj
t is a zero-mean Gaussian noise with

covariance ¾2w = 0:05 rad independent of Vt, and xobs
and yobs are the Cartesian coordinates of the observer,
which are known. We assume that the measurement

produced by one target is available with a detection
probability Pd.
2) The other subset is of “false” measurements

whose number follows a Poisson distribution with
mean ¸V where ¸ is the mean number of false alarms
per unit volume. We assume these false alarms are
independent and uniformly distributed within the
observation volume V.

The initial coordinates of the targets and of the
observer are the following (in meter and meter/second,
respectively):

X10 = (200,1500,1,¡0:5)T, X20 = (0,0,1,0)
T

X30 = (¡200,¡1500,1,0:5)T

Xobs0 = (200,¡3000,1:2,0:5)T:
(44)

The observer is following a leg-by-leg trajectory. Its
velocity vector is constant on each leg and modified at
the following instants, so that:Ã

vxobs200,600,900

vyobs200,600,900

!
=
µ¡0:6
0:3

¶
Ã
vxobs400,800

vyobs400,800

!
=
µ
2:0

0:3

¶
:

(45)

The trajectories of the three objects and of the
observer are plotted in Fig. 1(a).

E. The Associated PCRB

The three bounds are first initialized to JX0 = P
¡1
X0

for B1 and B2 and J©0 = P
¡1
©0

for B3 where PX0 =
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Fig. 1. (a) Trajectories of the three targets and of the observer. (b) Measurements simulated with Pd = 0:9 and ¸V = 3.

diagfXicovg with Xicov = diagf150,150,0:1,0:1g and
P©0 = diagfdiagf0:05, i= 1, : : : ,M ¡ 1g;PX0g. Then, to
estimate the matrices needed in the recursion formulas
(8) or (27), we perform Monte Carlo integration
by carrying out P1 independent state trajectories
and for each of them P2 independent measurement
realizations, and additionally P3 independent
realizations of the ¼ vector for the PCRB B3
(P1, P2, and P3 have been fixed to 100 in the
following computations). For instance, the estimate

Ĵ
Xi
2
t

Xi
1
t

of JX
i2
t

Xi
1
t

is computed as

Ĵ
Xi
2
t

Xi
1
t

=
1

P1P2

P1X
p1=1

P2X
p2=1

J(xp1t ,y
p1,p2
t ) (46)

where J(xp1t ,y
p1,p2
t ) is the quantity whose expectation

is to be computed in (39). We then obtained the
matrix inequalities:

E(X̂1:Mt+1 (Y)¡X)(X̂1:Mt+1 (Y)¡X)T º Bi for i= 1,2,3:

(47)

In the scenario described above, the matrices Bi

dimension is equal to dim = 3£ 4 = 12. To interpret
the inequalities (47), we have derived the scalar
mean-square error given by the trace of (47):

E(X̂1:Mt+1 (Y)¡X)T(X̂1:Mt+1 (Y)¡X)¸ trBi (48)

and the inequality on the volume of the matrices
defined as the determinant at the power 1=dim:

[detE(X̂1:Mt+1 (Y)¡X)(X̂1:Mt+1 (Y)¡X)T]1=dim º [detBi]1=dim:
(49)

We have computed the trace and the volume of the
three bounds for different values of the parameters
¾x, ¾y, Pd, ¸V. First, for a dynamic noise standard
¾x = ¾y = 0:0005 ms

¡1, a detection probability
Pd = 0:9 and ¸V = 1,2,3, the trace and the volume
are plotted against time on the three first rows of
Fig. 2. The results on the fourth row have been
obtained for a higher dynamic noise standard ¾x =
¾y = 0:001 ms

¡1, Pd = 0:9 and ¸V = 1. The fifth
and last row corresponds to a scenario where a

detection hole is simulated for the first object during
a hundred consecutive instants, between times 600
and 700. Whatever the parameters values, the instant
or the function f of the bounds considered (trace or
volume), we always have f(B2)¸ f(B3)¸ f(B1) with
a greater gap between f(B3) and f(B1) than between
f(B2) and f(B3). More precisely, it first means that
the optimal performance which can be obtained with
an algorithm using assumptions A1 and A2 are below
the optimal performance which can be obtained with
an algorithm using assumptions A1 and A3. Second,
the optimal performance obtained with an algorithm
assuming the association is known is far better than
for the two preceding cases. For all that, nothing
can be concluded on the relative performance of the
SIR-JPDA and of the MOPF for instance. Such study
needs the estimation of the RMSE of both algorithms
over a high number of realizations of the process and
measurement noise. For each couple of realization
of both noises, several runs of the algorithms are
needed. To go back over the analysis of Fig. 2, the
plots present two peaks around times 150 and 400.
They correspond to instants where bearings from the
three targets are very close as shown in Fig. 1(b) for
one particular realization of the trajectories and of
the measurements. During the second peak, the gap
between B2 and B3 on the one hand and B1 on the
other hand is widening. A slight peak is also observed
when the first target is not detected (see last row of
Fig. 2). Finally, by comparing the three first rows,
we observe that the gap between f(B2) and f(B3) is
widening with the clutter density ¸V.
In all these scenarios, as the detection probability

Pd is strictly inferior to unity, it may happen at one
instant that no target is detected. If moreover no
clutter measurement is simulated at that instant, the
measurement vector Yt is empty. In this case, we
simply set the expectations JXt+1Xt+1

(p(Yt+1 j Xt+1)) and
J©t+1©t+1

(p(©t+1 j Xt+1)) to zero and the recursive formula
(8) and (27) are reduced.

V. CONCLUSION

In this manuscript, an extension of the PCRB
from a single-target to multi-target filtering problem
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Fig. 2. Trace and volume of the three PCRB matrices: B2 (dashed), B3 (solid), B1 (dashdotted). Left column: trace. Right column:
volume. First (top) row: ¾x = ¾y = 0:0005 ms

¡1 and ¸V = 1. Second row: ¾x = ¾y = 0:0005 ms
¡1 and ¸V = 2. Third row:

¾x = ¾y = 0:0005 ms
¡1 and ¸V = 3. Fourth row: ¾x = ¾y = 0:0001 ms

¡1 and ¸V = 1. Fifth (bottom) row: ¾x = ¾y = 0:0005 ms
¡1 and a

detection hole between times 600 and 700 for object 1.
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has been studied. Three bounds have been derived
according to the association assumptions between
the measurements and the targets. Based on Monte
Carlo integration, estimates of these three bounds
have finally been proposed and evaluated for the
bearings-only application.

APPENDIX. RECURSIVE FORMULA OF PCRB B2

By definition, the information matrix J(©0: t+1) of
©0: t+1 associated with the law pt+1 can be expressed
as

J(©0: t+1)
¢
=

2664
J
©0: t¡1
©0: t¡1 (pt+1) J©t©0: t¡1 (pt+1) J©t+1©0: t¡1 (pt+1)

J
©0: t¡1
©t

(pt+1) J©t©t (pt+1) J©t+1©t
(pt+1)

J
©0: t¡1
©t+1

(pt+1) J©t©t+1 (pt+1) J©t+1©t+1
(pt+1)

3775
(50)

where J¯® (p)
¢
=E[¡¢¯® log(p)]. Using (26), it reads

J
©0: t¡1
©0: t¡1 (pt+1) = J

©0 : t¡1
©0: t¡1 (pt)

+ J©0: t¡1©0 : t¡1 (p(Yt+1 j ©t+1)p(Xt+1 j Xt)p(¦t+1)))| {z }
= 0

(51)

J
©0: t¡1
©t

(pt+1) = J
©0 : t¡1
©t

(pt)

+ J©0: t¡1©t
(p(Yt+1 j ©t+1)p(Xt+1 j Xt)p(¦t+1)))| {z }

= 0

(52)
J
©0: t¡1
©t+1

(pt+1) = J
©0 : t¡1
©t+1

(pt)| {z }
= 0

+ J©0: t¡1©t
(p(Yt+1 j ©t+1)p(Xt+1 j Xt)p(¦t+1)))| {z }

= 0

(53)

J©t©t (pt+1) = J
©t
©t
(pt)+ J

©t
©t
(p(Xt+1 j Xt))

+ J©t©t (p(Yt+1 j©t+1)p(¦t+1)))| {z }
= 0

(54)

J
©t+1
©t

(pt+1) = J
©t+1
©t

(p(Xt+1 j Xt)) + J©t+1©t
(pt)| {z }

= 0

+ J©t+1©t
(p(Yt+1 j ©t+1)p(¦t+1)))| {z }

= 0

(55)

J
©t+1
©t+1

(pt+1) = J
©t+1
©t+1

(pt)| {z }
= 0

+ J©t+1©t+1
(p(Yt+1 j ©t+1)p(Xt+1 j Xt)p(¦t+1)):

(56)

Using (51)—(56) and the notation:

J(©0: t) =
·
At Bt

BTt Ct

¸
(57)

we have the recursive formula:

J(©0: t+1) =

264 At Bt 0

BTt Ct+D
11
t D12t

0 D12t
T

D22t

375 (58)

where

D11t = J
©t
©t
(p(Xt+1 j Xt))

D12t = J
©t+1
©t

(p(Xt+1 j Xt))
D22t = J

©t+1
©t+1

(p(Yt+1 j ©t+1)p(Xt+1 j Xt)p(¦t+1)):
(59)

Now, J©t+1 is the inverse of the right lower block of
J(©0: t+1)

¡1. Using twice a classical inversion lemma,
we obtain

J©t+1 =D
22
t ¡ [0 D12t ]

·
At Bt

BTt Ct+D
11
t

¸¡1· 0

D12t

¸
=D22t ¡D12t [Ct+D11t ¡BTt A¡1t Bt]¡1D12t
=D22t ¡D12t [J©t +D11t ]¡1D12t : (60)
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